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Abstract. Process model element labels are critical for an appropriate associ-
ation between a symbol instance in a model and the corresponding real world
meaning. Disciplines, in which an efficient presentation of text labels is crucial
(e.g., cartography) have continuously improved their visualization design
techniques for labels since they serve as effective cognitive aids in problem
solving. Despite the relevance of labels for information exploration, surprisingly
little research has been undertaken on the visual design of element labels of
business process models. This paper fills this gap and provides a comprehensive
overview of visual design options for process model element labels. First, we
summarize the findings existing in the diverse areas of literature relevant to
visual display of process model element labels. Second, we analyze the status
quo of visual design of element labels in common business process modeling
tools indicating only little layouting support. Third, we give recommendations
regarding the visual design of element labels. To our knowledge, this is the first
comprehensive analysis of visual design of process model element labels.
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1 Introduction

“Labels play a critical role at the sentence (diagram) level, in distinguishing between
symbol instances (tokens) and defining their correspondence to the real world domain”
[1, p. 764]. Thus, if users do not (fully) understand the tokens (text labels of process
model elements), an improper notion of the real process might arise. In the same vein,
[2, p. 203] denote that the “Tagging [of] graphical objects with text labels is a fun-
damental task in the design of many types of informational graphics.” Research in the
field of informational graphics has made a high effort to identify the best strategies to
label areas (such as oceans in cartography), lines and points (e.g., in graphs) and to find
efficient algorithms to solve these tasks (e.g., to find the maximum possible number of
labels and the maximum size for labels while avoiding label-label overlaps [2, 3]).

Against this background, surprisingly little articles address the visual design of
labels of process model elements, while semantic issues of labeling process model
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elements have received higher attention. Semantic issues tackled in these articles [4–7]
are either related to recommendations on labeling styles or to the revision of the
vocabulary of process model element labels. Although process modelers follow these
modeling guidelines recommended for labeling process elements1, the reader can still
be handicapped in his/her task execution due to an improper recognition of the label (as
a result of an improper visual design). In order to support appropriate task execution of
model readers, both issues (semantics and visual design of labels) must be addressed.
This paper is dedicated to the investigation of visual design of process model element
labels since no modeling guidelines exist for this issue so far.

To identify relevant influence factors for an efficient visual design, first, a solid
analysis of related disciplines emphasizing text labels is required. Process model ele-
ment labels are a concatenation of words with its own style conventions and they can
be considered as a specific form of natural language text. There is a long tradition of
research on word recognition in natural language text. However, it is open which
findings from reading research can be transferred to visualization criteria of modeling
labels. Experimental research in the area of source code comprehension has for instance
shown that there are fundamental differences between reading source code and reading
natural language prose [8]. Similarly, the generalizability of reading research to process
model element labels might be limited; there could for instance be interaction effects
between the underlying graphical modeling language and the use of natural language in
the labels.

To study the status quo of practical implementations of visual design we firstly
describe visual variables to define the frame of our study. Afterwards, we analyze the
layouting support for labels offered by common business process modeling tools, in
Sect. 3. Section 4 describes which recommendations from related disciplines can be
applied to the visual design of process model element labels. Based on this discussion
we identified several open issues on visual variables of element labels, which need to
be addressed by research. The open issues are discussed in Sect. 5. Section 6 highlights
how our contribution complements related work. Finally, the paper ends with a sum-
mary and outlook in Sect. 7.

2 Visual Design of Process Model Element Labels

The business process task represented by a process element in a visual model is
described through a label typically using natural language. The label can be expressed
with different linguistic styles. Current modeling guidelines advocate using a
verb-object style [4], in which the object is described by a noun (or noun compound)
and the action is described by a verb in infinitive. Further common labeling styles for
process model elements are a deverbalized-noun + “of” + noun (e.g., evaluation of

1 In the context of this paper, we subsume active (activities) and passive (events) elements of the
modeling language under the term ‘process model elements’, but disregard labels of gateways.
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flights), a noun + deverbalized-noun (e.g., flight evaluation) or a gerund + noun (e.g.,
evaluating flights).2

The natural language used to label the process model element can be designed in
different visual ways. The visual design options are best discussed by the “graphic
design space” [1], which bases on the visual variables of Bertin. There are 8 visual
variables: horizontal and vertical position, shape/form, size, brightness (originally
termed “value”), direction/orientation, texture (hue) and color. These variables can be
applied to any form of graphic object, and also to textual objects like labels [9]. Most of
Bertin’s variables (shape/form, size, direction/orientation and color) are applicable for
process model element labels.3 Beside these visual variables, depending on the process
modeling notation the label placement (e.g., within, above, below) might vary. We
characterize this specificity of process model element labels by adding the new variable
“position”. The perception of the label might also be influenced by the space specified
to enter letters. We consider this issue in our context by adding a further new visual
variable termed “segmentation”. Table 1 displays related visual variables for process
model element labels, which are discussed in detail in Sect. 4.

To study the implementation of visual design of process model element labels in
practice, seven common process modeling tools were investigated. The results are
summarized in the next section.

Table 1. Visual variables (visual encoding) on process model element labels

2 The role who executes the task might also be attached to the label (e.g., check flight by clerk).
3 Texture and brightness are not elaborated separately in our context. Brightness and texture (hue) are
considered as components of color aesthetic (color is scaled down to hue and brightness).
Consequently, identical assumptions are applied for hue and texture as for color.
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3 Visual Design Support in Business Process Modeling Tools

In this section, the support for visual design of process model element labels of seven
business process modeling tools is summarized. These tools have been selected as they
are a representative subset of the market leaders according to the 2010 Gartner Report
[46]. Additionally, these tools provide sophisticated support for the process modeling
phase as identified in [47]. At least one representative of widely used notations such as
BPMN, EPC and Petri Nets has been investigated. The analysis results are summarized
in Table 2.

The analysis shows that these process modeling tools offer basic layouting support
for process model element labels but do not provide any sophisticated label segmen-
tation features. The tools typically provide users with options to adjust shape and form

Table 2. Results of business process modeling tool analysis.
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of model element labels, i.e. the font type and form can be changed. Also the size and
color of labels can be modified in general. The standard text color is black while the
background color of labels differs. The background color of labels outside a shape is
typically white while it corresponds to the shapes’ color if the label is placed inside a
shape. With respect to the orientation of process model element labels the analyzed
modeling tools do not provide such a rich feature set, which offers all possible options.
While the alignment of labels can be changed, e.g. from the most common option
‘centered’ to ‘left’- or ‘right-aligned’, the typical horizontal orientation can only be
changed in Microsoft Visio. The implementation of positioning of element labels
depends on the modeling notation. In general, most tools allow for a free positioning of
labels. As a presetting, the BPMN modeling tools place the labels of an activity inside
its shape, while the label of an event or gateway is typically placed below the shape.
The EPC-based modeling tools place the labels inside the model elements and the Petri
Net based modeling tool places them below places and above transitions. Finally, no
sophisticated support for label segmentation is provided. For instance, no tool uses any
approach to segment labels into chunks that might ease the understanding or reading
fluency of a label. In general, all analyzed modeling tools wrap the words of a label as
soon as the border of the corresponding shape or label form is reached - i.e. no words
can poke out of their corresponding form. The Horus Enterprise tool does not apply an
automatic segmentation leading to one-line labels. However, the label size can be
segmented manually resulting in the same segmentation “behavior” as used in the other
modeling tools.

To sum up, only rudimentary layouting is supported in existing modeling tools.

4 Recommendations for Visual Design in Literature

Next, we studied potential effects of each visual variable as described in literature. The
analysis unveils that each visual variable can serve as a cognitive aid when used
appropriately.

Shape/Form. The realization of this variable is achieved by choosing an appropriate
letter type (uppercase, lowercase or mixed) and font type. Generally, a conventional
and consistent usage of upper and lowercase letters is recommended (for the English
language) [10]. However, the lowercase usage of letters is more promoted than
uppercase. Tinker and Fisher [11, 12] showed that text displayed in uppercase suffers
readability compared to text in lowercase. Text in lowercase is found to be read faster
[13]. This result is explained by the unfamiliarity of the higher text size of uppercases
for readers leading to higher reading difficulty. However, in case of low resolution
uppercases might be advantageous [14]. Based on this consideration, an element label
such as “Receive Order” should be transformed to “receive order” since upper cases are
not common for both words. Process modelers presumably have more practice in
reading lowercase words and letters should not distract attention from its neighboring
letters in order to better form a coherence [13]. Research in the field of software
comprehensibility has demonstrated that the identifier style camel-case (e.g., employ-
eeName) is superior to the underscore style (e.g., employee_name). Although it took
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programmers higher visual effort to read camel-case identifiers, they performed better
in a variety of experimental tasks when using camel-case [8]. This result gives a hint
that uppercase might also have advantages when used for labels consisting of few
words, which do not show in natural language prose reading. In practice, however, we
can often find labels in which each word starts with an uppercase letter, e.g., [15].

With respect to font type, Verdana and Arial are considered to be the most legible
fonts [16] (usage of sans-serif is recommended over serif). Readability is reduced when
plain text is used instead of italicized [17]. Regarding text highlighting words in bold
are not harder to read than non-bold words [18]. In the area of cartography [19, p. 642]
states that “it is considered good practice to select one typeface, but allow several
variants of a type family, e.g., allow Times Roman and italic, variation in weight (light,
medium, bold), and a small number of font sizes.” However, it is questionable whether
it makes sense to transfer this practice to process modeling, since in process models
lower variability than in maps is needed to distinguish between labels. Such a variation
is not typically used for visualizing semantically different types of process elements.
Consequently, we recommend a sans-serif, non-bold font text for process elements
labels.

Size. Next, we turn to considerations for choosing an appropriate font size. The rec-
ommendation for reading text on software displays is 10 points (9 pixels) [16]. Moody
[20] advocates the use of constant symbol size, symbol form and font size. Thus, he
suggests to determine the optimal size of a symbol based on the amount of text that
should fit inside (e.g., 2 � 3 cm as a size for symbols to be large enough to fit in labels
of around 50 characters in 11-point font) [20]. The main argument behind this sug-
gestion is that a variation in a visual variable (font size, symbol shape) may introduce
the misunderstanding that the respective element is different to the other element, for
instance of higher importance. The model reader might perceive the model element as
significant or special although the variation is random due to a longer label and the
model creator did not intend to communicate such a message. This reasoning is also
reflected in labeling rules of other domains, which use variations in font size to indicate
differences. For instance in the area of map labeling it is suggested that “larger cities
should have their name in a larger font than smaller cities” [19, p. 642].

However, the optimal length for an element label is unclear and empirical evidence
for the choice of 50 characters as maximum value is missing. Research in word
recognition [21] has demonstrated that there is a u-shape relationship between word
length (varying from 3 to 13 letters in the respective study) and word recognition.
Words between 5 and 8 letters seem to be easiest to recognize, shorter words are
skipped and longer words need more fixations. It may be possible that for process
model element labels a similar medium label length is optimal. Yet, further research is
needed to determine the “optimal” average label length.

Direction/Orientation. This variable is implemented through the alignment of the text
label (e.g., horizontal vs. vertical, left-aligned vs. right-aligned). Agreement exists that
a straight-on text orientation shows the best reading speed [22, 23]. Horizontal text is
superior to vertical text [24]. In collaborative settings in which the (mobile) workbench
is rotated between different users and thus the orientation is not directed towards all
users, Wigdor and Balakrishnan [25] have shown that rotation does not impair
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readability as assumed in previous studies. Another aspect related to the visual variable
direction is text alignment. An empirical study demonstrated that left-aligned text leads
to higher task performance than justified text for web pages [26]. The word spacing that
is forced by justified text was found to impair readability. It is open if a general warning
for a justified alignment should be given for process element labels. While in the
modeling notation BPMN a justified alignment is common, for Petri Nets typically
left-aligned text labels are used.

Color. Color is a powerful and effective visual variable because it is detected in
parallel by the human visual processing system [27]. Differences in color are perceived
faster than differences in shape. Generally, color facilitates information processing [28],
when used effectively. Readability is increased when colors with higher levels of
contrast are used [29]. In the context of process modeling, empirical studies have
demonstrated higher model comprehension when using color for syntax highlighting
[30]. The prevailing color for text of process model element labels is black and the
most widely-used font and background color combination is black text on a white
background. Although a better performance was detected for other font/background
color combinations, e.g., light blue on dark blue pages [29], we still advocate to use
black text on a white background for modeling labels due to the higher familiarity with
black on white.

Position. Generally, element labels can be positioned left, right, inside, above or below
a process model element. Standard documents as BPMN [31] remain vague and give
no clear recommendation for the label position. It is stated that “BPMN elements (e.g.
Flow objects) MAY have labels (e.g., its name and/or other attributes) placed inside the
shape, or above or below the shape, in any direction or location, depending on the
preference of the modeler or modeling tool vendor.” Based on cartography literature as
e.g., [32], Moody [20] suggests the following positions for line labeling: close, but not
behind a line, centered, above horizontal and to the right of vertical lines. Moody
suggests placing labels centered in model shapes [20]. This is because, if labels are
located within the label, the Gestalt law of common region is best exploited [33, 34].
The principle of common region is “the tendency for elements that lie within the same
bounded area to be grouped together” [34, p. 312]. Thus, the reader can recognize
without conscious effort which label belongs to which referent modeling element and
the label-element association is non-ambiguous [20]. Therefore, labels should be
placed spatially close to corresponding graphic objects (modeling symbols) to reduce
cognitive resources needed for scanning and searching the model. This recommenda-
tion is also backed up by the ‘spatial contiguity effect’ [35], saying that students learn
better when textual and graphical information belonging to each other are placed
spatially close to each other.

Finally, the textual placement also depends on the length of the text and the node
type. In the non-normative BPMN examples published by OMG [15], textual
descriptions of the process element “activity” are typically positioned inside the ele-
ments while the descriptors of “event” elements (which usually have short descriptors)
are positioned above or below. It is open whether long textual descriptions of process
elements should be placed inside (which is common for BPMN) or outside the element.
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To sum up, a placement spatially close to corresponding graphic objects is
recommended.

Segmentation. An element label usually consists of several words that require an
appropriate visual segmentation. Prior research on learning with text has demonstrated
that text segmentation “facilitates the identification of meaningful units in the text” and
improves text retention [36, p. 217]. In contrast to a process description in narrative text
format, process models already break down the overall text into segments, as each label
belongs to a specific business activity. Still, the segmentation on the lower level of
words is relevant, too. A great deal of literature has already investigated whether
phrase-cued text can help readers to improve reading performance resulting in mixed
results [37]. In comparison to usual written text, which has no cues on phrase
boundaries, phrase-cued text is typographically segmented into meaningful “chunks”,
phrases or “units of thoughts” e.g., by printing spaces between phrases or using line
breaks. Negative consequences of wrongly placed line breaks can result from the
‘immediacy assumption’ in text reading, which assumes that the “reader tries to
interpret each content word of a text as it is encountered, even at the expense of making
guesses that sometimes turn out to be wrong” [38, p. 330]. Additionally, appropriate
text segmentation has an influence on reading fluency. [40] showed that when English
phrases are interrupted by a line break, readjustment to non-anticipated words in the
next line is especially harder for non-native English speakers. Thus, text should be
formatted (e.g., by line breaks) in a way that avoids phrase-disrupting and preserves
clausal units in order to promote reading fluency [39]. Therefore, a goal in setting line
breaks should be to “help readers avoid incorrect anticipation, while also considering
those moments in the text where readers tend to pause in order to integrate the meaning
of a phrase” [40, p. 720]. This visual variable has been widely neglected. Empirical
evidence is missing how to best segment a text label.

5 Discussion

Based on the analysis of both perspectives (literature and modeling tools) we identify
areas for future research and potential improvement of existing tools as follows.
Table 3 summarizes our discussion on visual design of process element labels. It
indicates which recommendations from literature on informational graphics can be
adopted for process element labels and for which visual variables no appropriate rec-
ommendations could be found and a validation is outstanding.

Specifically, a deeper understanding of the characteristics size and direction/
orientation is needed in order to support an appropriate perception of the process
elements. In addition, the research to date has not yet addressed “segmentation” in a
way relevant to the context of process model labels. A solution to an appropriate
segmentation of text labels into chunks is essential since it highly impacts the lexical
access (activation of the meanings of a language) of the label. If the lexical access is
hampered, readers cannot understand the process model element label and thus an
inappropriate association of the real process might arise. With respect to the tool
support, on the one hand some variables are already widely implemented as e.g.,
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options for changing font type and size or text alignment. On the other hand label
segmentation is neglected and only implemented rudimentary. What might also be a
nice-to-have feature of process modeling tools is an automatic conversion of letters
from lower- to uppercase and vice versa. This functionality was not found in any tool.

6 Related Work

The visualization of process element labels impacts the understandability of a business
process model. Therefore, related approaches are those, which intend to improve pro-
cess model understandability. Two complementary streams of research related to this
goal can be found. The first one deals with improving the visual design of process
modelling languages and “secondary” language issues of process models. Prior research
in this vein has for instance compared different languages and symbol choices [41] or
suggested improvements to visual syntax [42]. However, available studies have
addressed label design only as a side issue.

The second research stream relevant to this paper focusses on improving semantics
of process model labels. In this context, prior research has put a specific focus on
improving the fit between the actual semantic interpretation of process model labels
and their intended meaning [7]. For instance, the semantic quality of element labels can
be promoted through a controlled assistance for labeling of process model elements
[44, 45] and recommending superior naming conventions [4].

All these works, however, do not consider the visual design of the process model
element label. Therefore, to the best of our knowledge, no theoretical or empirical work
investigating the visual design of element labels have so far been undertaken. Findings
from disciplines where visual word recognition is central such as graph drawing,
cartography and linguistics can be adopted to process element label visualization.
These related approaches have been discussed in Sect. 4.

7 Summary and Outlook

To sum up, this paper has presented the first discussion of theoretical issues of the
visual design of process model element labels. The paper integrated relevant research
findings of multiple disciplines concerned with efficient presentation of text labels to

Table 3. Recommendations for the visual design of process model element labels

Visual variable Recommendation

Shape/form Lowercase usage of letters, sans-serif, non-bold fonts
Size Words between 5 to 8 letters seem to be easiest to recognize;

“optimal” average length is an open research issue
Direction/orientation Left-alignment is superior, but has not been empirically validated for

process element labels
Color Usage of high levels of contrast for font/background colors
Position Placement spatially close to corresponding graphic objects
Segmentation Open issue
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identify a cumulative body of label layout-related knowledge. Recommendations for
font, size and color can be transferred to labels of process model elements, while
identification of appropriate recommendations for size (label length), direction/
orientation, position and segmentation is still an open research goal.

In addition, we investigated the as-is situation of visual design support in common
process modeling tools indicating only little support for automatic layouting and fine
tuning of labels. We advise future tool revisions to take visual variables for process
model element labels into account. Furthermore, we suggest extending related mod-
eling guidelines with relevant aspects on visual design of labels. This research has
thrown up many questions in need of further investigation. Considerably more work
will need to be done to define heuristics for the visual design of labels for all common
labeling styles in our future research effort. In addition, we encourage empirical
research to investigate the actual effects of label design on human understanding.
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